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July 2, 2019 
 
Chief Darrell Betsaka 
Naha Dehe Dene Band 
General Delivery 
Nahanni Butte, NT X0E 0N0 
 
Dear Chief Darrell, 
 
Re:  Planned Applications to the Mackenzie Valley Land and Water Board 

Access Road and Operating Permits, Prairie Creek Mine 
 

This letter is to inform you that Canadian Zinc Corporation (CZN) intends to apply to the 
Mackenzie Valley Land and Water Board (MVLWB) to obtain a permit to stage winter road 
construction equipment on the north side of the Liard River, and to modify the scope of Mine 
operations permits. 
 
Details are provided below. 
 
ACCESS ROAD 
 
Land Use Permit to Stage Road Construction Equipment 
 
The process to issue permits for an all season road (ASR) to the Prairie Creek Mine is nearing 
completion. However, the current schedule indicates permits will not be issued until the first 
week of October. Following that, a number of management and monitoring plans will need to be 
approved before construction can start. 
 
As Phase 1 of the ASR development, CZN plans to build a winter road next winter. Most of the 
construction will occur from the Liard River end. The Liard River presents an obstacle to road 
construction progress because an ice bridge is required to cross the river, and an ice bridge 
sufficient to support heavy equipment typically cannot be built before approximately mid-
January. This would mean a very short schedule to complete road construction and still allow for 
several weeks to haul supplies into the Mine before the end of the winter haulage season. 
 
We propose to alleviate the construction schedule concerns by barging some equipment across 
the river in September before freeze-up. We would ‘stage’ this equipment on the north side of 
the river, in a rocky clearing some 60 m from the shore. The equipment will have drip-pans 
underneath to collect any potential leaking oil. We will not stage fuel. Fuel will be delivered later 
by helicopter. More details on the staging proposal are provided in an attached document from 
our road engineers, Allnorth. 
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When winter has set-in and the ground is frozen enough, we will be able to start winter road 
construction from the north side of the river, expected to be in November. 
 
In order to stage the equipment, CZN will be applying to the MVLWB for a Land Use Permit 
(LUP). The LUP would only be for the staging, and could be issued in early September in time to 
complete the staging. The LUP would have a limited number of management and monitoring 
plan requirements which we should be able to readily address. 
 
THE MINE 
 
Expiry of Mine Operations Type A Land Use Permit MV2008D0014, New LUP Application 
 
LUP MV2008D0014 for mine operations was issued on Jun 17, 2013 for 5 years plus an 
extension was granted for another 2 years. The permit is now due to expire on June 16, 2020 and 
cannot be extended again. Therefore, CZN plans to apply for a new 5-year permit. 
 
CZN previously applied to extend the term of the main mine operations permit, the Type A 
Water Licence MV2008L2-0002 (the Licence), issued on September 24, 2013 with a term of 7 
years. The Licence is due to expire on September 23, 2020. CZN applied to extend the term to 25 
years with a review of permit conditions every 5 years. The MVLWB is still considering this 
application. We believe our application for a new mine operations LUP would be considered 
jointly with the Licence by the MVLWB. 
 
Amendment of the Scope of Water Licence MV2008L2-0002, Land Use Permit 
MV2008D0014 and New Mine Operations LUP to receive waste from Road Construction 
 
As noted above, construction of the access road will occur primarily from the east. However, a 
smaller amount of work will occur at the western end, logistically supported by the Mine. Some 
temporary road construction camps may be accessible from the Mine, but not from the road 
system to the east. Therefore, we have proposed to manage certain wastes from these road 
construction camps at the Mine. For example, sewage may be treated in the Mine’s Sewage 
Treatment Plant, domestic refuse incinerated in the Mine’s incinerator, any hydrocarbon-
contaminated soil treated at the Mine, any hazardous waste temporarily stored at the Mine for 
later disposal, and a limited amount of scrap metal taken to the Mine for later burial in the Waste 
Rock Pile with other demolition waste from mine construction. 
 
MVLWB staff has noted that Licence MV2008L2-0002 and LUP MV2008D0014 were both 
issued prior to the ASR applications being made, and the above noted road-related waste 
management activities was not covered by either authorization. As such, the MVLWB requires 
CZN to make applications to include the activities in the scope of the two authorizations prior to 
any road waste being managed at the mine site. Therefore, CZN will be making these 
applications, and will also be including the waste management activities in the scope of the 
application for the new mine operations LUP. 
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FOLLOW-UP 
 
We are trying to stick to a very tight schedule in order to commence winter road construction and 
the application for the staging LUP is urgent, so we would appreciate your response to this letter 
at your earliest convenience. Should you have any questions or concerns related to the above-
mentioned applications, please contact Chris Reeves, CZN’s VP of Sustainability, at 778 868 
1966. 
 
Chris will be contacting you in the near future. Thank you. 
 
Sincerely, 
 

 
David P. Harpley 
VP Environment and Permitting Affairs 
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1 INTRODUCTION 
To achieve the objective of constructing an operational winter road to the Prairie Creek Mine site by 
end of February, 2020, Phase 1 winter road construction must commence immediately upon permit 
approvals and required winter conditions.  The Liard River remains a significant barrier to the 
advancement of winter construction on the east end of the project.  It is calculated the access over the 
Liard River ice bridge will not be established until early to mid January.  To support the necessary mid-
November winter road construction start, CZN is proposing to stage equipment on the north side of 
the Liard River with use of a barge in September, 2019.  The equipment and materials staged would 
later support a self-contained, small construction group, supported by helicopter,  which would 
construct an initial pioneer trail in advance of a larger construction crew constructing an operational 
winter road. 

2 STAGING AREA DESCRIPTION 
The proposed staging of equipment on the north side of the Liard River will be contained within a 
proposed 20 m x 40 m staging area which is relatively flat, contains dry gravel rocks and cobble, and is 
semi open with scattered alder, young cottonwood and conifer regeneration.  It is located on a natural 
flat bench approximately 60-00 metres from the river’s edge and 6 metres above it.  

3 STAGING AREA ACCESS AND SITE PREPARATION 
An existing slashed out ATV trail exists from a natural gravel fan at the Liard River (the barge landing 
area) part way to the proposed staging area.  Hand brushing and slashing will be done along the 
existing ATV trail and for a trail to the proposed staging area.  Brushed and slashed vegetation will be 
laid flat on the ground to provide ground disturbance protection along the route.  
At the proposed staging area, site preparation will consist of some hand slashing of vegetation and 
moving aside larger rocks and boulders upon arrival of the tracked equipment.  No stripping or site soil 
disturbance/grading is anticipated.   
Overall, minimal cutting of larger trees is expected.   No watercourses will be crossed to access or 
prepare the proposed site (not including the Liard River). 

4 EQUIPMENT MOBILIZATION AND STAGING 
The barge would land equipment at the Liard River shoreline below the natural gravel fan.   The Liard 
River bank material is compact silt-sand. From the Liard River top of bank, the first 50 metres of the 
access is at a 15 to 20% slope up from the gravel fan. Because of the dry, gravel based soils along this 
section, ground disturbance will be minimal.  The final 10-50 metres to the proposed staging area has 
minimal gradients and is also rocky. 
The equipment will be parked on the staging area suitably spaced to prevent snow drifting and to allow 
winter access.  Drip trays will be placed under all mobile equipment. There will be double-wall fuel 
storage tanks up to 4000 L in size, but these will be empty, to be filled later.  All equipment will be 
clean, free of excess grease, and in good maintenance condition. 
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A figure showing the staging area is attached.  Below are photos of staging area ground conditions. 

 
Photo 1 Ground view of the proposed staging area 

 
Photo 2 Aerial view of staging area September 2014 
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5 PROPOSED EQUIPMENT 
Table 1 below defines the equipment and materials proposed to be staged within the Liard staging 
area. 

Table 1 Proposed Staging Equipment and Materials 

Proposed Equipment and Materials Number 
Cat 330 Excavator (30 ton) or equivalent.  Attachments bucket and 
thumb, power clam with cut off saw or snip cutting head  

1 

Cat D7 Crawler Dozer or equivalent.  With pull winch 1 
Crew Track Carrier.  Equipped with flat deck and crane/hoist.  Support 
fuel haul, materials, tool box carrier, ETV,  

1 

Line Skidder 22 ton 1 
Tracked Skid Steer (12,000lbs).  Attachments mulcher, dozer blade, 
bucket, forks 

1 

Service/repair truck 1 
Empty 1000 l fuel tanks, double walled.   2 
Crew Camp skid trailers, 10’ x 30’ 2 
Portable Genset/Light plant 1 
60’ portable bridge deck with crane mats 1 
Rig mats 24 
Porta Potti  1 
60 cm diameter  x 8 m steel pipe 6 
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 Name of Proponent: Canadian Zinc 
(“CZN”) 

    
 Name of Affected Party: Naha Dehe 

Dene Band 
(“NDDB”) 

   
Name(s) of 

representative(s) 
from affected 

party who 
participated in 
engagement 

Name(s) of 
representative(s) 
from proponent 
who participated 
in engagement 

 Reason(s) 
for 

Engagement 

Overview of 
Issue(s) 

Resolved 

Overview of Issue(s) Unresolved 

     

Chief Darrell Betsaka  Chris Reeves  July 3, 2019  LUP    Discussed the staging LUP application 

Chief Darrell Betsaka  Chris Reeves  July 3, 2019  LUP    Sent information letter for staging LUP 
application 

Greg Empson, legal 
  Chris Reeves  July 4, 2019  LUP   

NDDB providing CZN letter of support for 
LUP application 

Stacey Marcellais  Chris Reeves  July 8, 2019  LUP    CZN Received Letter of Support from NDDB 

           

  
 
 
 
Name & Signature of Proponent (representative): 

  
 
 
Chris Reeves 

          
 Name & Signature of Affected Party (representative):      

  



 
 
 
 
 
 

Pre-Submission Engagement Log 
             

Date Attendees Engagement 
Activity Type 

Issue(s) Raised by 
Affected Party 

Recommendation 
from Affected 

Party 

Proponent 
Response 
to Issue 

Information 
Materials 
Provided? 

Written 
Correspondence, 
meeting notes or 

minutes? 

July 3, 2019  Chief Darrell 
Betsaka 

Call  Discussed the need 
for a LUP with a 
staging area to help 
with winter road 
construction.  

Chief needs LUP 
details to discuss 
with Chief and 
Council 

CZN will 
provide 
LUP 
information

Y  Y 

July 3, 2019  Chief Darrell 
Betsaka 

Letter to Chief  Sent letter with LUP 
details and request 
support from NDDB 
regarding Canadian 
Zinc’s LUP 
applications for 
staging area across 
the Liard River 

None  None  Y  Y 

July 4, 2019  Greg Empson  Call   NDDB will be 
providing a letter 
supporting CZN’s 
LUP application 

 NDDB will provide 
letter of support 

None  N  Y 

July 8, 2019  Stacey 
Marcellais 

Email   NDDB sent Letter of 
Support for CZN’s 
LUP 

None  None  Y  Y 
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July 2, 2019 
 
Chief Gerry Antoine 
Liidlii Kue First Nation 
PO Box 469 
Fort Simpson, NT X0E 0N0 
 
Dear Chief Gerry, 
 
Re:  Planned Applications to the Mackenzie Valley Land and Water Board 

Access Road and Operating Permits, Prairie Creek Mine 
 

This letter is to inform you that Canadian Zinc Corporation (CZN) intends to apply to the 
Mackenzie Valley Land and Water Board (MVLWB) to obtain a permit to stage winter road 
construction equipment on the north side of the Liard River, and to modify the scope of Mine 
operations permits. 
 
Details are provided below. 
 
ACCESS ROAD 
 
Land Use Permit to Stage Road Construction Equipment 
 
The process to issue permits for an all season road (ASR) to the Prairie Creek Mine is nearing 
completion. However, the current schedule indicates permits will not be issued until the first 
week of October. Following that, a number of management and monitoring plans will need to be 
approved before construction can start. 
 
As Phase 1 of the ASR development, CZN plans to build a winter road next winter. Most of the 
construction will occur from the Liard River end. The Liard River presents an obstacle to road 
construction progress because an ice bridge is required to cross the river, and an ice bridge 
sufficient to support heavy equipment typically cannot be built before approximately mid-
January. This would mean a very short schedule to complete road construction and still allow for 
several weeks to haul supplies into the Mine before the end of the winter haulage season. 
 
We propose to alleviate the construction schedule concerns by barging some equipment across 
the river in September before freeze-up. We would ‘stage’ this equipment on the north side of 
the river, in a rocky clearing some 60 m from the shore. The equipment will have drip-pans 
underneath to collect any potential leaking oil. We will not stage fuel. Fuel will be delivered later 
by helicopter. More details on the staging proposal are provided in an attached document from 
our road engineers, Allnorth. 
 



July 2, 2019 
PKFN 
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When winter has set-in and the ground is frozen enough, we will be able to start winter road 
construction from the north side of the river, expected to be in November. 
 
In order to stage the equipment, CZN will be applying to the MVLWB for a Land Use Permit 
(LUP). The LUP would only be for the staging, and could be issued in early September in time to 
complete the staging. The LUP would have a limited number of management and monitoring 
plan requirements which we should be able to readily address. 
 
THE MINE 
 
Expiry of Mine Operations Type A Land Use Permit MV2008D0014, New LUP Application 
 
LUP MV2008D0014 for mine operations was issued on Jun 17, 2013 for 5 years plus an 
extension was granted for another 2 years. The permit is now due to expire on June 16, 2020 and 
cannot be extended again. Therefore, CZN plans to apply for a new 5-year permit. 
 
CZN previously applied to extend the term of the main mine operations permit, the Type A 
Water Licence MV2008L2-0002 (the Licence), issued on September 24, 2013 with a term of 7 
years. The Licence is due to expire on September 23, 2020. CZN applied to extend the term to 25 
years with a review of permit conditions every 5 years. The MVLWB is still considering this 
application. We believe our application for a new mine operations LUP would be considered 
jointly with the Licence by the MVLWB. 
 
Amendment of the Scope of Water Licence MV2008L2-0002, Land Use Permit 
MV2008D0014 and New Mine Operations LUP to receive waste from Road Construction 
 
As noted above, construction of the access road will occur primarily from the east. However, a 
smaller amount of work will occur at the western end, logistically supported by the Mine. Some 
temporary road construction camps may be accessible from the Mine, but not from the road 
system to the east. Therefore, we have proposed to manage certain wastes from these road 
construction camps at the Mine. For example, sewage may be treated in the Mine’s Sewage 
Treatment Plant, domestic refuse incinerated in the Mine’s incinerator, any hydrocarbon-
contaminated soil treated at the Mine, any hazardous waste temporarily stored at the Mine for 
later disposal, and a limited amount of scrap metal taken to the Mine for later burial in the Waste 
Rock Pile with other demolition waste from mine construction. 
 
MVLWB staff has noted that Licence MV2008L2-0002 and LUP MV2008D0014 were both 
issued prior to the ASR applications being made, and the above noted road-related waste 
management activities was not covered by either authorization. As such, the MVLWB requires 
CZN to make applications to include the activities in the scope of the two authorizations prior to 
any road waste being managed at the mine site. Therefore, CZN will be making these 
applications, and will also be including the waste management activities in the scope of the 
application for the new mine operations LUP. 
 



July 2, 2019 
PKFN 
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FOLLOW-UP 
 
We are trying to stick to a very tight schedule in order to commence winter road construction and 
the application for the staging LUP is urgent, so we would appreciate your response to this letter 
at your earliest convenience. Should you have any questions or concerns related to the above-
mentioned applications, please contact Chris Reeves, CZN’s VP of Sustainability, at 778 868 
1966. 
 
Chris will be contacting you in the near future. Thank you. 
 
Sincerely, 
 

 
David P. Harpley 
VP Environment and Permitting Affairs 
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1 INTRODUCTION 
To achieve the objective of constructing an operational winter road to the Prairie Creek Mine site by 
end of February, 2020, Phase 1 winter road construction must commence immediately upon permit 
approvals and required winter conditions.  The Liard River remains a significant barrier to the 
advancement of winter construction on the east end of the project.  It is calculated the access over the 
Liard River ice bridge will not be established until early to mid January.  To support the necessary mid-
November winter road construction start, CZN is proposing to stage equipment on the north side of 
the Liard River with use of a barge in September, 2019.  The equipment and materials staged would 
later support a self-contained, small construction group, supported by helicopter,  which would 
construct an initial pioneer trail in advance of a larger construction crew constructing an operational 
winter road. 

2 STAGING AREA DESCRIPTION 
The proposed staging of equipment on the north side of the Liard River will be contained within a 
proposed 20 m x 40 m staging area which is relatively flat, contains dry gravel rocks and cobble, and is 
semi open with scattered alder, young cottonwood and conifer regeneration.  It is located on a natural 
flat bench approximately 60-00 metres from the river’s edge and 6 metres above it.  

3 STAGING AREA ACCESS AND SITE PREPARATION 
An existing slashed out ATV trail exists from a natural gravel fan at the Liard River (the barge landing 
area) part way to the proposed staging area.  Hand brushing and slashing will be done along the 
existing ATV trail and for a trail to the proposed staging area.  Brushed and slashed vegetation will be 
laid flat on the ground to provide ground disturbance protection along the route.  
At the proposed staging area, site preparation will consist of some hand slashing of vegetation and 
moving aside larger rocks and boulders upon arrival of the tracked equipment.  No stripping or site soil 
disturbance/grading is anticipated.   
Overall, minimal cutting of larger trees is expected.   No watercourses will be crossed to access or 
prepare the proposed site (not including the Liard River). 

4 EQUIPMENT MOBILIZATION AND STAGING 
The barge would land equipment at the Liard River shoreline below the natural gravel fan.   The Liard 
River bank material is compact silt-sand. From the Liard River top of bank, the first 50 metres of the 
access is at a 15 to 20% slope up from the gravel fan. Because of the dry, gravel based soils along this 
section, ground disturbance will be minimal.  The final 10-50 metres to the proposed staging area has 
minimal gradients and is also rocky. 
The equipment will be parked on the staging area suitably spaced to prevent snow drifting and to allow 
winter access.  Drip trays will be placed under all mobile equipment. There will be double-wall fuel 
storage tanks up to 4000 L in size, but these will be empty, to be filled later.  All equipment will be 
clean, free of excess grease, and in good maintenance condition. 
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A figure showing the staging area is attached.  Below are photos of staging area ground conditions. 

 
Photo 1 Ground view of the proposed staging area 

 
Photo 2 Aerial view of staging area September 2014 
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5 PROPOSED EQUIPMENT 
Table 1 below defines the equipment and materials proposed to be staged within the Liard staging 
area. 

Table 1 Proposed Staging Equipment and Materials 

Proposed Equipment and Materials Number 
Cat 330 Excavator (30 ton) or equivalent.  Attachments bucket and 
thumb, power clam with cut off saw or snip cutting head  

1 

Cat D7 Crawler Dozer or equivalent.  With pull winch 1 
Crew Track Carrier.  Equipped with flat deck and crane/hoist.  Support 
fuel haul, materials, tool box carrier, ETV,  

1 

Line Skidder 22 ton 1 
Tracked Skid Steer (12,000lbs).  Attachments mulcher, dozer blade, 
bucket, forks 

1 

Service/repair truck 1 
Empty 1000 l fuel tanks, double walled.   2 
Crew Camp skid trailers, 10’ x 30’ 2 
Portable Genset/Light plant 1 
60’ portable bridge deck with crane mats 1 
Rig mats 24 
Porta Potti  1 
60 cm diameter  x 8 m steel pipe 6 
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 Name of Proponent: Canadian Zinc 
    
 Name of Affected Party: Liidlii Kue First 

Nation (“LKFN”) 
   

Name(s) of 
representative(s) 

from affected 
party who 

participated in 
engagement 

Name(s) of 
representative(s) 
from proponent 
who participated 
in engagement 

 Reason(s) for 
Engagement 

Overview 
of Issue(s) 
Resolved 

Overview of Issue(s) Unresolved 

     

Chief Gerald Antoine  Chris Reeves  July 3, 2019  LUP    Sent Letter for staging LUP application 

Lorraine Land, legal  Chris Reeves  July 9, 2019  LUP    Called and left message to discuss LUP 

Lorraine Land  Chris Reeves  July 10, 2019  LUP    Called and left message to discuss LUP 

Liza MacPherson  Chris Reeves  July 10, 2019  LUP    Include Climate Muyambo in LKFN 
communication 

Lorraine Land  Chris Reeves  July 10, 2019  LUP    LKFN Providing letter of support to CZN 

  
 
 
 
Name & Signature of Proponent (representative): 

  
 
 
Chris Reeves 

          
 Name & Signature of Affected Party (representative):      

  



 
 

 
Pre-Submission Engagement Log 

             
Date Attendees Engagement 

Activity Type 
Issue(s) Raised by 

Affected Party 
Recommendation 

from Affected 
Party 

Proponent 
Response 
to Issue 

Information 
Materials 
Provided? 

Written 
Correspondence, 
meeting notes or 

minutes? 

July 3, 2019  Chief Gerry 
Antoine 

Letter to Chief  Sent letter with LUP 
details and request 
support from LKFN 
regarding CZN’s LUP 
applications for 
staging area across 
the Liard River 

None  ‐  Y  Y 

July 9, 2019  Lorraine Land  Call   Left message to 
discuss LUP 

None  ‐  N  N 

July 10, 2019  Lorraine Land  Call   Left message to 
discuss LUP 

 None  ‐  N  N

July 10, 2019  Liza 
MacPherson 

Email   Requested future 
LKFN communication 
on any LUPs to 
include Climate 
Muyambo for his 
knowledge 

Need to forward 
LUP details to 
Climate 
Muyambo 

Forwarded 
LUP details 
to Climate 
Muyambo 

N Y 

July 10, 2019  Lorraine Land  Call   LKFN was prepared to 
provide a LKFN letter 
of support for the 
staging area LUP on 
July 11, 2019 

Letter of Support 
for staging area 
LUP 

None  N Y 

July 11, 2019  Lorraine Land  Email   Indicated in 
emergency hearing 
and would provide 
LKFN letter of support  
July 12, 2019 

  None  N  Y 

 



 

250 University Ave   8th Floor    Toronto    Ontario    M5H 3E5 

4902 – 49th Street    3rd Floor    Yellowknife    NT    X1A 2P1 

 

Lorraine Y. Land 

lland@oktlaw.com 
Toronto 416.981.9444 

Yellowknife 867.674.1131 
Cell 416.525.5891 

 

July 12, 2019 

Canadian Zinc 

Suite 1710-650 West Georgia Street 

Vancouver BC  V6B 4N9 

Attention: David Harpley, via email 

Dear David: 

Re: Proposed land use permit to stage road construction equipment 

I am writing to respond to the July 2, 2019 letter sent by Canadian Zinc (CZN) to Liidlii Keu First 

Nation regarding several planned applications to the Mackenzie Valley Land and Water Board regarding 

permits related to the Prairie Creek mine and All Season Road (ASR). This letter provides a response on 

the proposed Land Use Permit (LUP) for a staging area for the winter road (Phase 1) portion of the ASR. 

CZN has indicated that it requires a LUP in order to stage construction equipment on the north 

side of the Liard River so that it is available for the winter road portion of the ASR construction. It is 

LKFN’s understanding that this LUP is only for the purpose of staging equipment that will be used for 

winter road construction. LKFN has discussed with CZN the steps which will be taken to address the 

anticipated minimal environmental management and monitoring issues related to the equipment staging.  

LKFN confirms that it supports the application for a LUP for the staging area of equipment for 

Phase 1 of the ASR.   

LKFN anticipates that the business partnership of LKFN and Naha Dehe Dene Band, which will 

be involved in the winter road construction, will be part of the process of planning the relevant details of 

equipment staging as the First Nations’ business partnership will be involved with respect to provision of 

equipment. I understand that further discussion on these specific (non-environmental) details will occur 

next week.  

Yours truly, 

 

 

 

 

Lorraine Land 

 

cc. Dieter Cazon, Liidlii Kue First Nation Lands and Resources Dept 



 
Suite 1710-650 West Georgia Street, Vancouver, BC V6B 4N9 

Tel: (604) 688-2001    Fax:  (604) 688-2043 
E-mail:david@canadianzinc.com,  Website:  www.canadianzinc.com 

 
 

July 2, 2019 
 
Chief Eugene Hope 
Acho Dene Koe First Nation 
General Delivery 
Fort Liard, NT X0G 0A0 
 
Dear Chief Eugene, 
 
Re:  Planned Applications to the Mackenzie Valley Land and Water Board 

Access Road and Operating Permits, Prairie Creek Mine 
 

This letter is to inform you that Canadian Zinc Corporation (CZN) intends to apply to the 
Mackenzie Valley Land and Water Board (MVLWB) to obtain a permit to stage winter road 
construction equipment on the north side of the Liard River, and to modify the scope of Mine 
operations permits. 
 
Details are provided below. 
 
ACCESS ROAD 
 
Land Use Permit to Stage Road Construction Equipment 
 
The process to issue permits for an all season road (ASR) to the Prairie Creek Mine is nearing 
completion. However, the current schedule indicates permits will not be issued until the first 
week of October. Following that, a number of management and monitoring plans will need to be 
approved before construction can start. 
 
As Phase 1 of the ASR development, CZN plans to build a winter road next winter. Most of the 
construction will occur from the Liard River end. The Liard River presents an obstacle to road 
construction progress because an ice bridge is required to cross the river, and an ice bridge 
sufficient to support heavy equipment typically cannot be built before approximately mid-
January. This would mean a very short schedule to complete road construction and still allow for 
several weeks to haul supplies into the Mine before the end of the winter haulage season. 
 
We propose to alleviate the construction schedule concerns by barging some equipment across 
the river in September before freeze-up. We would ‘stage’ this equipment on the north side of 
the river, in a rocky clearing some 60 m from the shore. The equipment will have drip-pans 
underneath to collect any potential leaking oil. We will not stage fuel. Fuel will be delivered later 
by helicopter. More details on the staging proposal are provided in an attached document from 
our road engineers, Allnorth. 
 



July 2, 2019 
PKFN 
 

 
Suite 1710-650 West Georgia Street, Vancouver, BC V6B 4N9 

Tel: (604) 688-2001    Fax:  (604) 688-2043 
E-mail:david@canadianzinc.com,  Website:  www.canadianzinc.com 

When winter has set-in and the ground is frozen enough, we will be able to start winter road 
construction from the north side of the river, expected to be in November. 
 
In order to stage the equipment, CZN will be applying to the MVLWB for a Land Use Permit 
(LUP). The LUP would only be for the staging, and could be issued in early September in time to 
complete the staging. The LUP would have a limited number of management and monitoring 
plan requirements which we should be able to readily address. 
 
THE MINE 
 
Expiry of Mine Operations Type A Land Use Permit MV2008D0014, New LUP Application 
 
LUP MV2008D0014 for mine operations was issued on Jun 17, 2013 for 5 years plus an 
extension was granted for another 2 years. The permit is now due to expire on June 16, 2020 and 
cannot be extended again. Therefore, CZN plans to apply for a new 5-year permit. 
 
CZN previously applied to extend the term of the main mine operations permit, the Type A 
Water Licence MV2008L2-0002 (the Licence), issued on September 24, 2013 with a term of 7 
years. The Licence is due to expire on September 23, 2020. CZN applied to extend the term to 25 
years with a review of permit conditions every 5 years. The MVLWB is still considering this 
application. We believe our application for a new mine operations LUP would be considered 
jointly with the Licence by the MVLWB. 
 
Amendment of the Scope of Water Licence MV2008L2-0002, Land Use Permit 
MV2008D0014 and New Mine Operations LUP to receive waste from Road Construction 
 
As noted above, construction of the access road will occur primarily from the east. However, a 
smaller amount of work will occur at the western end, logistically supported by the Mine. Some 
temporary road construction camps may be accessible from the Mine, but not from the road 
system to the east. Therefore, we have proposed to manage certain wastes from these road 
construction camps at the Mine. For example, sewage may be treated in the Mine’s Sewage 
Treatment Plant, domestic refuse incinerated in the Mine’s incinerator, any hydrocarbon-
contaminated soil treated at the Mine, any hazardous waste temporarily stored at the Mine for 
later disposal, and a limited amount of scrap metal taken to the Mine for later burial in the Waste 
Rock Pile with other demolition waste from mine construction. 
 
MVLWB staff has noted that Licence MV2008L2-0002 and LUP MV2008D0014 were both 
issued prior to the ASR applications being made, and the above noted road-related waste 
management activities was not covered by either authorization. As such, the MVLWB requires 
CZN to make applications to include the activities in the scope of the two authorizations prior to 
any road waste being managed at the mine site. Therefore, CZN will be making these 
applications, and will also be including the waste management activities in the scope of the 
application for the new mine operations LUP. 
 



July 2, 2019 
PKFN 
 

 
Suite 1710-650 West Georgia Street, Vancouver, BC V6B 4N9 

Tel: (604) 688-2001    Fax:  (604) 688-2043 
E-mail:david@canadianzinc.com,  Website:  www.canadianzinc.com 

FOLLOW-UP 
 
We are trying to stick to a very tight schedule in order to commence winter road construction and 
the application for the staging LUP is urgent, so we would appreciate your response to this letter 
at your earliest convenience. Should you have any questions or concerns related to the above-
mentioned applications, please contact Chris Reeves, CZN’s VP of Sustainability, at 778 868 
1966. 
 
Chris will be contacting you in the near future. Thank you. 
 
Sincerely, 
 

 
David P. Harpley 
VP Environment and Permitting Affairs 
 



 
 
 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

Prairie Creek All Season Road 

Phase 1 Winter Road Staging Area 

Prepared For: Canadian Zinc Corporation 
  

Submitted By: Allnorth 
2011 PG Pulpmill Road 
PO Box 968 
Prince George, BC   V2L 4V1 
Canada 
Phone: 250-614-7291 

  
Allnorth Contact: Ernest Kragt 

  
Project Number: 19VA0123 

  
Date: July 2, 2019 
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allnorth.com Page 1 of 3 
Allnorth Liard Staging Area Description for 

Indigenous Engagement 

 

1 INTRODUCTION 
To achieve the objective of constructing an operational winter road to the Prairie Creek Mine site by 
end of February, 2020, Phase 1 winter road construction must commence immediately upon permit 
approvals and required winter conditions.  The Liard River remains a significant barrier to the 
advancement of winter construction on the east end of the project.  It is calculated the access over the 
Liard River ice bridge will not be established until early to mid January.  To support the necessary mid-
November winter road construction start, CZN is proposing to stage equipment on the north side of 
the Liard River with use of a barge in September, 2019.  The equipment and materials staged would 
later support a self-contained, small construction group, supported by helicopter,  which would 
construct an initial pioneer trail in advance of a larger construction crew constructing an operational 
winter road. 

2 STAGING AREA DESCRIPTION 
The proposed staging of equipment on the north side of the Liard River will be contained within a 
proposed 20 m x 40 m staging area which is relatively flat, contains dry gravel rocks and cobble, and is 
semi open with scattered alder, young cottonwood and conifer regeneration.  It is located on a natural 
flat bench approximately 60-00 metres from the river’s edge and 6 metres above it.  

3 STAGING AREA ACCESS AND SITE PREPARATION 
An existing slashed out ATV trail exists from a natural gravel fan at the Liard River (the barge landing 
area) part way to the proposed staging area.  Hand brushing and slashing will be done along the 
existing ATV trail and for a trail to the proposed staging area.  Brushed and slashed vegetation will be 
laid flat on the ground to provide ground disturbance protection along the route.  
At the proposed staging area, site preparation will consist of some hand slashing of vegetation and 
moving aside larger rocks and boulders upon arrival of the tracked equipment.  No stripping or site soil 
disturbance/grading is anticipated.   
Overall, minimal cutting of larger trees is expected.   No watercourses will be crossed to access or 
prepare the proposed site (not including the Liard River). 

4 EQUIPMENT MOBILIZATION AND STAGING 
The barge would land equipment at the Liard River shoreline below the natural gravel fan.   The Liard 
River bank material is compact silt-sand. From the Liard River top of bank, the first 50 metres of the 
access is at a 15 to 20% slope up from the gravel fan. Because of the dry, gravel based soils along this 
section, ground disturbance will be minimal.  The final 10-50 metres to the proposed staging area has 
minimal gradients and is also rocky. 
The equipment will be parked on the staging area suitably spaced to prevent snow drifting and to allow 
winter access.  Drip trays will be placed under all mobile equipment. There will be double-wall fuel 
storage tanks up to 4000 L in size, but these will be empty, to be filled later.  All equipment will be 
clean, free of excess grease, and in good maintenance condition. 



Prairie Creek ASR 
Phase 1 Winter Road Staging  Allnorth 
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A figure showing the staging area is attached.  Below are photos of staging area ground conditions. 

 
Photo 1 Ground view of the proposed staging area 

 
Photo 2 Aerial view of staging area September 2014 
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5 PROPOSED EQUIPMENT 
Table 1 below defines the equipment and materials proposed to be staged within the Liard staging 
area. 

Table 1 Proposed Staging Equipment and Materials 

Proposed Equipment and Materials Number 
Cat 330 Excavator (30 ton) or equivalent.  Attachments bucket and 
thumb, power clam with cut off saw or snip cutting head  

1 

Cat D7 Crawler Dozer or equivalent.  With pull winch 1 
Crew Track Carrier.  Equipped with flat deck and crane/hoist.  Support 
fuel haul, materials, tool box carrier, ETV,  

1 

Line Skidder 22 ton 1 
Tracked Skid Steer (12,000lbs).  Attachments mulcher, dozer blade, 
bucket, forks 

1 

Service/repair truck 1 
Empty 1000 l fuel tanks, double walled.   2 
Crew Camp skid trailers, 10’ x 30’ 2 
Portable Genset/Light plant 1 
60’ portable bridge deck with crane mats 1 
Rig mats 24 
Porta Potti  1 
60 cm diameter  x 8 m steel pipe 6 
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 Name of Proponent: Canadian Zinc 
(“CZN”) 

    
 Name of Affected Party: Acho Dene Koe 

First Nation 
(“ADK”) 

   
Name(s) of 

representative(s) 
from affected 

party who 
participated in 
engagement 

Name(s) of 
representative(s) 
from proponent 
who participated 
in engagement 

 Reason(s) for 
Engagement 

Overview 
of Issue(s) 
Resolved 

Overview of Issue(s) Unresolved 

     

Barney Dohm  Chris Reeves  July 2, 2019  LUP    Discussed the staging LUP application 

Chief Gene Hope  Chris Reeves  July 3, 2019  LUP    Sent Letter for staging LUP application 

Barney Dohm   Chris Reeves  July 9, 2019  LUP    ADK will send Letter of Support for LUP 

Barney Dohm  Chris Reeves  July 10, 2019  LUP    CZN received ADK Letter of Support for LUP 

           

  
 
 
 
Name & Signature of Proponent (representative): 

  
 
 
Chris Reeves 

          
 Name & Signature of Affected Party (representative):      

  



 
 
 
 
 
 

Pre-Submission Engagement Log 
             

Date Attendees Engagement 
Activity Type 

Issue(s) Raised by 
Affected Party 

Recommendation 
from Affected 

Party 

Proponent 
Response 
to Issue 

Information 
Materials 
Provided? 

Written 
Correspondence, 
meeting notes or 

minutes? 

July 2, 
2019 

Barney Dohm  Call  Discussed the need 
for a LUP for the 
staging area to help 
with winter road 
construction.  

ADK needs details 
to discuss with 
Chief and Council 

CZN will 
provide 
LUP 
information

N  Y 

July 3, 
2019 

Chief Gene 
Hope 

Letter to Chief  Sent Letter with LUP 
details and 
requested support 
from ADK regarding 
Canadian Zinc’s LUP 
applications for 
staging area across 
the Liard River 

None  None  Y  Y 

July 9, 
2019 

Barney Dohm  Call  ADK will be 
providing a letter 
supporting the LUP 
application 

None  None  N  Y 

July 10, 
2019 

Barney Dohm  Email  CZN Received ADK 
Letter of Support for 
LUP 

None  None  Y  Y 
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July 2, 2019 
 
Chief Dolphus Jumbo 
Sambaa K’e Dene Band 
PO Box 10 
Trout Lake, NT X0E 1Z0 
 
Dear Chief Dolphus, 
 
Re:  Planned Applications to the Mackenzie Valley Land and Water Board 

Access Road and Operating Permits, Prairie Creek Mine 
 

This letter is to inform you that Canadian Zinc Corporation (CZN) intends to apply to the 
Mackenzie Valley Land and Water Board (MVLWB) to obtain a permit to stage winter road 
construction equipment on the north side of the Liard River, and to modify the scope of Mine 
operations permits. 
 
Details are provided below. 
 
ACCESS ROAD 
 
Land Use Permit to Stage Road Construction Equipment 
 
The process to issue permits for an all season road (ASR) to the Prairie Creek Mine is nearing 
completion. However, the current schedule indicates permits will not be issued until the first 
week of October. Following that, a number of management and monitoring plans will need to be 
approved before construction can start. 
 
As Phase 1 of the ASR development, CZN plans to build a winter road next winter. Most of the 
construction will occur from the Liard River end. The Liard River presents an obstacle to road 
construction progress because an ice bridge is required to cross the river, and an ice bridge 
sufficient to support heavy equipment typically cannot be built before approximately mid-
January. This would mean a very short schedule to complete road construction and still allow for 
several weeks to haul supplies into the Mine before the end of the winter haulage season. 
 
We propose to alleviate the construction schedule concerns by barging some equipment across 
the river in September before freeze-up. We would ‘stage’ this equipment on the north side of 
the river, in a rocky clearing some 60 m from the shore. The equipment will have drip-pans 
underneath to collect any potential leaking oil. We will not stage fuel. Fuel will be delivered later 
by helicopter. More details on the staging proposal are provided in an attached document from 
our road engineers, Allnorth. 
 



July 2, 2019 
PKFN 
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When winter has set-in and the ground is frozen enough, we will be able to start winter road 
construction from the north side of the river, expected to be in November. 
 
In order to stage the equipment, CZN will be applying to the MVLWB for a Land Use Permit 
(LUP). The LUP would only be for the staging, and could be issued in early September in time to 
complete the staging. The LUP would have a limited number of management and monitoring 
plan requirements which we should be able to readily address. 
 
THE MINE 
 
Expiry of Mine Operations Type A Land Use Permit MV2008D0014, New LUP Application 
 
LUP MV2008D0014 for mine operations was issued on Jun 17, 2013 for 5 years plus an 
extension was granted for another 2 years. The permit is now due to expire on June 16, 2020 and 
cannot be extended again. Therefore, CZN plans to apply for a new 5-year permit. 
 
CZN previously applied to extend the term of the main mine operations permit, the Type A 
Water Licence MV2008L2-0002 (the Licence), issued on September 24, 2013 with a term of 7 
years. The Licence is due to expire on September 23, 2020. CZN applied to extend the term to 25 
years with a review of permit conditions every 5 years. The MVLWB is still considering this 
application. We believe our application for a new mine operations LUP would be considered 
jointly with the Licence by the MVLWB. 
 
Amendment of the Scope of Water Licence MV2008L2-0002, Land Use Permit 
MV2008D0014 and New Mine Operations LUP to receive waste from Road Construction 
 
As noted above, construction of the access road will occur primarily from the east. However, a 
smaller amount of work will occur at the western end, logistically supported by the Mine. Some 
temporary road construction camps may be accessible from the Mine, but not from the road 
system to the east. Therefore, we have proposed to manage certain wastes from these road 
construction camps at the Mine. For example, sewage may be treated in the Mine’s Sewage 
Treatment Plant, domestic refuse incinerated in the Mine’s incinerator, any hydrocarbon-
contaminated soil treated at the Mine, any hazardous waste temporarily stored at the Mine for 
later disposal, and a limited amount of scrap metal taken to the Mine for later burial in the Waste 
Rock Pile with other demolition waste from mine construction. 
 
MVLWB staff has noted that Licence MV2008L2-0002 and LUP MV2008D0014 were both 
issued prior to the ASR applications being made, and the above noted road-related waste 
management activities was not covered by either authorization. As such, the MVLWB requires 
CZN to make applications to include the activities in the scope of the two authorizations prior to 
any road waste being managed at the mine site. Therefore, CZN will be making these 
applications, and will also be including the waste management activities in the scope of the 
application for the new mine operations LUP. 
 



July 2, 2019 
PKFN 
 

 
Suite 1710-650 West Georgia Street, Vancouver, BC V6B 4N9 
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FOLLOW-UP 
 
We are trying to stick to a very tight schedule in order to commence winter road construction and 
the application for the staging LUP is urgent, so we would appreciate your response to this letter 
at your earliest convenience. Should you have any questions or concerns related to the above-
mentioned applications, please contact Chris Reeves, CZN’s VP of Sustainability, at 778 868 
1966. 
 
Chris will be contacting you in the near future. Thank you. 
 
Sincerely, 
 

 
David P. Harpley 
VP Environment and Permitting Affairs 
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1 INTRODUCTION 
To achieve the objective of constructing an operational winter road to the Prairie Creek Mine site by 
end of February, 2020, Phase 1 winter road construction must commence immediately upon permit 
approvals and required winter conditions.  The Liard River remains a significant barrier to the 
advancement of winter construction on the east end of the project.  It is calculated the access over the 
Liard River ice bridge will not be established until early to mid January.  To support the necessary mid-
November winter road construction start, CZN is proposing to stage equipment on the north side of 
the Liard River with use of a barge in September, 2019.  The equipment and materials staged would 
later support a self-contained, small construction group, supported by helicopter,  which would 
construct an initial pioneer trail in advance of a larger construction crew constructing an operational 
winter road. 

2 STAGING AREA DESCRIPTION 
The proposed staging of equipment on the north side of the Liard River will be contained within a 
proposed 20 m x 40 m staging area which is relatively flat, contains dry gravel rocks and cobble, and is 
semi open with scattered alder, young cottonwood and conifer regeneration.  It is located on a natural 
flat bench approximately 60-00 metres from the river’s edge and 6 metres above it.  

3 STAGING AREA ACCESS AND SITE PREPARATION 
An existing slashed out ATV trail exists from a natural gravel fan at the Liard River (the barge landing 
area) part way to the proposed staging area.  Hand brushing and slashing will be done along the 
existing ATV trail and for a trail to the proposed staging area.  Brushed and slashed vegetation will be 
laid flat on the ground to provide ground disturbance protection along the route.  
At the proposed staging area, site preparation will consist of some hand slashing of vegetation and 
moving aside larger rocks and boulders upon arrival of the tracked equipment.  No stripping or site soil 
disturbance/grading is anticipated.   
Overall, minimal cutting of larger trees is expected.   No watercourses will be crossed to access or 
prepare the proposed site (not including the Liard River). 

4 EQUIPMENT MOBILIZATION AND STAGING 
The barge would land equipment at the Liard River shoreline below the natural gravel fan.   The Liard 
River bank material is compact silt-sand. From the Liard River top of bank, the first 50 metres of the 
access is at a 15 to 20% slope up from the gravel fan. Because of the dry, gravel based soils along this 
section, ground disturbance will be minimal.  The final 10-50 metres to the proposed staging area has 
minimal gradients and is also rocky. 
The equipment will be parked on the staging area suitably spaced to prevent snow drifting and to allow 
winter access.  Drip trays will be placed under all mobile equipment. There will be double-wall fuel 
storage tanks up to 4000 L in size, but these will be empty, to be filled later.  All equipment will be 
clean, free of excess grease, and in good maintenance condition. 
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A figure showing the staging area is attached.  Below are photos of staging area ground conditions. 

 
Photo 1 Ground view of the proposed staging area 

 
Photo 2 Aerial view of staging area September 2014 
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5 PROPOSED EQUIPMENT 
Table 1 below defines the equipment and materials proposed to be staged within the Liard staging 
area. 

Table 1 Proposed Staging Equipment and Materials 

Proposed Equipment and Materials Number 
Cat 330 Excavator (30 ton) or equivalent.  Attachments bucket and 
thumb, power clam with cut off saw or snip cutting head  

1 

Cat D7 Crawler Dozer or equivalent.  With pull winch 1 
Crew Track Carrier.  Equipped with flat deck and crane/hoist.  Support 
fuel haul, materials, tool box carrier, ETV,  

1 

Line Skidder 22 ton 1 
Tracked Skid Steer (12,000lbs).  Attachments mulcher, dozer blade, 
bucket, forks 

1 

Service/repair truck 1 
Empty 1000 l fuel tanks, double walled.   2 
Crew Camp skid trailers, 10’ x 30’ 2 
Portable Genset/Light plant 1 
60’ portable bridge deck with crane mats 1 
Rig mats 24 
Porta Potti  1 
60 cm diameter  x 8 m steel pipe 6 
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 Name of Proponent: Canadian Zinc 
(“CZN”) 

    
 Name of Affected Party: Sambaa K'e 

First Nation 
(“SKFN”) 

   
Name(s) of 

representative(s) 
from affected 

party who 
participated in 
engagement 

Name(s) of 
representative(s) 
from proponent 
who participated 
in engagement 

 Reason(s) 
for 

Engagement 

Overview of 
Issue(s) 

Resolved 

Overview of Issue(s) Unresolved 

     

Ruby Jumbo  Chris Reeves  July 3, 2019  LUP    Discussed the staging LUP application 

Ruby Jumbo  Chris Reeves  July 3, 2019  LUP    Sent Letter for staging LUP application 

Ruby Jumbo 
  Chris Reeves  July 10, 2019  LUP    SKFN providing Letter of Support 

Ruby Jumbo  Chris Reeves  July 10, 2019  LUP    CZN Received Letter of Support from SKFN 

           

  
 
 
 
Name & Signature of Proponent (representative): 

  
 
 
Chris Reeves 

          
 Name & Signature of Affected Party (representative):      

  



 
 
 
 
 
 

Pre-Submission Engagement Log 
             

Date Attendees Engagement 
Activity Type 

Issue(s) Raised by 
Affected Party 

Recommendation 
from Affected 

Party 

Proponent 
Response 
to Issue 

Information 
Materials 
Provided? 

Written 
Correspondence, 
meeting notes or 

minutes? 

July 3, 2019  Ruby Jumbo  Call  Discussed the need 
for a LUP for the 
staging area to help 
with winter road 
construction.  

SKFN needs LUP 
details to discuss 
with Chief 
Dolphus 

CZN will 
provide 
LUP 
information

Y  Y 

July 3, 2019  Ruby Jumbo  Letter to Chief  Sent letter to 
request support 
from SKFN regarding 
Canadian Zinc’s LUP 
applications for 
staging area across 
the Liard River 

None  None  Y  Y 

July 10, 2019  Ruby Jumbo  Call   SKFN will be 
providing a letter 
supporting the LUP 
application 

 SKFN will provide 
letter of support 

None  N  Y 

July 10, 2019  Ruby Jumbo  Email   SKFN sent Letter of 
Support for LUP 

None  None  Y  Y 
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July 2, 2019 
 
Chief Stanley Sanguez 
Jean Marie River First Nation 
General Delivery 
Jean Marie River, NT X0E 0N0 
 
Dear Chief Stanley, 
 
Re:  Planned Applications to the Mackenzie Valley Land and Water Board 

Access Road and Operating Permits, Prairie Creek Mine 
 

This letter is to inform you that Canadian Zinc Corporation (CZN) intends to apply to the 
Mackenzie Valley Land and Water Board (MVLWB) to obtain a permit to stage winter road 
construction equipment on the north side of the Liard River, and to modify the scope of Mine 
operations permits. 
 
Details are provided below. 
 
ACCESS ROAD 
 
Land Use Permit to Stage Road Construction Equipment 
 
The process to issue permits for an all season road (ASR) to the Prairie Creek Mine is nearing 
completion. However, the current schedule indicates permits will not be issued until the first 
week of October. Following that, a number of management and monitoring plans will need to be 
approved before construction can start. 
 
As Phase 1 of the ASR development, CZN plans to build a winter road next winter. Most of the 
construction will occur from the Liard River end. The Liard River presents an obstacle to road 
construction progress because an ice bridge is required to cross the river, and an ice bridge 
sufficient to support heavy equipment typically cannot be built before approximately mid-
January. This would mean a very short schedule to complete road construction and still allow for 
several weeks to haul supplies into the Mine before the end of the winter haulage season. 
 
We propose to alleviate the construction schedule concerns by barging some equipment across 
the river in September before freeze-up. We would ‘stage’ this equipment on the north side of 
the river, in a rocky clearing some 60 m from the shore. The equipment will have drip-pans 
underneath to collect any potential leaking oil. We will not stage fuel. Fuel will be delivered later 
by helicopter. More details on the staging proposal are provided in an attached document from 
our road engineers, Allnorth. 
 



July 2, 2019 
PKFN 
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When winter has set-in and the ground is frozen enough, we will be able to start winter road 
construction from the north side of the river, expected to be in November. 
 
In order to stage the equipment, CZN will be applying to the MVLWB for a Land Use Permit 
(LUP). The LUP would only be for the staging, and could be issued in early September in time to 
complete the staging. The LUP would have a limited number of management and monitoring 
plan requirements which we should be able to readily address. 
 
THE MINE 
 
Expiry of Mine Operations Type A Land Use Permit MV2008D0014, New LUP Application 
 
LUP MV2008D0014 for mine operations was issued on Jun 17, 2013 for 5 years plus an 
extension was granted for another 2 years. The permit is now due to expire on June 16, 2020 and 
cannot be extended again. Therefore, CZN plans to apply for a new 5-year permit. 
 
CZN previously applied to extend the term of the main mine operations permit, the Type A 
Water Licence MV2008L2-0002 (the Licence), issued on September 24, 2013 with a term of 7 
years. The Licence is due to expire on September 23, 2020. CZN applied to extend the term to 25 
years with a review of permit conditions every 5 years. The MVLWB is still considering this 
application. We believe our application for a new mine operations LUP would be considered 
jointly with the Licence by the MVLWB. 
 
Amendment of the Scope of Water Licence MV2008L2-0002, Land Use Permit 
MV2008D0014 and New Mine Operations LUP to receive waste from Road Construction 
 
As noted above, construction of the access road will occur primarily from the east. However, a 
smaller amount of work will occur at the western end, logistically supported by the Mine. Some 
temporary road construction camps may be accessible from the Mine, but not from the road 
system to the east. Therefore, we have proposed to manage certain wastes from these road 
construction camps at the Mine. For example, sewage may be treated in the Mine’s Sewage 
Treatment Plant, domestic refuse incinerated in the Mine’s incinerator, any hydrocarbon-
contaminated soil treated at the Mine, any hazardous waste temporarily stored at the Mine for 
later disposal, and a limited amount of scrap metal taken to the Mine for later burial in the Waste 
Rock Pile with other demolition waste from mine construction. 
 
MVLWB staff has noted that Licence MV2008L2-0002 and LUP MV2008D0014 were both 
issued prior to the ASR applications being made, and the above noted road-related waste 
management activities was not covered by either authorization. As such, the MVLWB requires 
CZN to make applications to include the activities in the scope of the two authorizations prior to 
any road waste being managed at the mine site. Therefore, CZN will be making these 
applications, and will also be including the waste management activities in the scope of the 
application for the new mine operations LUP. 
 



July 2, 2019 
PKFN 
 

 
Suite 1710-650 West Georgia Street, Vancouver, BC V6B 4N9 

Tel: (604) 688-2001    Fax:  (604) 688-2043 
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FOLLOW-UP 
 
We are trying to stick to a very tight schedule in order to commence winter road construction and 
the application for the staging LUP is urgent, so we would appreciate your response to this letter 
at your earliest convenience. Should you have any questions or concerns related to the above-
mentioned applications, please contact Chris Reeves, CZN’s VP of Sustainability, at 778 868 
1966. 
 
Chris will be contacting you in the near future. Thank you. 
 
Sincerely, 
 

 
David P. Harpley 
VP Environment and Permitting Affairs 
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allnorth.com Page 1 of 3 
Allnorth Liard Staging Area Description for 

Indigenous Engagement 

 

1 INTRODUCTION 
To achieve the objective of constructing an operational winter road to the Prairie Creek Mine site by 
end of February, 2020, Phase 1 winter road construction must commence immediately upon permit 
approvals and required winter conditions.  The Liard River remains a significant barrier to the 
advancement of winter construction on the east end of the project.  It is calculated the access over the 
Liard River ice bridge will not be established until early to mid January.  To support the necessary mid-
November winter road construction start, CZN is proposing to stage equipment on the north side of 
the Liard River with use of a barge in September, 2019.  The equipment and materials staged would 
later support a self-contained, small construction group, supported by helicopter,  which would 
construct an initial pioneer trail in advance of a larger construction crew constructing an operational 
winter road. 

2 STAGING AREA DESCRIPTION 
The proposed staging of equipment on the north side of the Liard River will be contained within a 
proposed 20 m x 40 m staging area which is relatively flat, contains dry gravel rocks and cobble, and is 
semi open with scattered alder, young cottonwood and conifer regeneration.  It is located on a natural 
flat bench approximately 60-00 metres from the river’s edge and 6 metres above it.  

3 STAGING AREA ACCESS AND SITE PREPARATION 
An existing slashed out ATV trail exists from a natural gravel fan at the Liard River (the barge landing 
area) part way to the proposed staging area.  Hand brushing and slashing will be done along the 
existing ATV trail and for a trail to the proposed staging area.  Brushed and slashed vegetation will be 
laid flat on the ground to provide ground disturbance protection along the route.  
At the proposed staging area, site preparation will consist of some hand slashing of vegetation and 
moving aside larger rocks and boulders upon arrival of the tracked equipment.  No stripping or site soil 
disturbance/grading is anticipated.   
Overall, minimal cutting of larger trees is expected.   No watercourses will be crossed to access or 
prepare the proposed site (not including the Liard River). 

4 EQUIPMENT MOBILIZATION AND STAGING 
The barge would land equipment at the Liard River shoreline below the natural gravel fan.   The Liard 
River bank material is compact silt-sand. From the Liard River top of bank, the first 50 metres of the 
access is at a 15 to 20% slope up from the gravel fan. Because of the dry, gravel based soils along this 
section, ground disturbance will be minimal.  The final 10-50 metres to the proposed staging area has 
minimal gradients and is also rocky. 
The equipment will be parked on the staging area suitably spaced to prevent snow drifting and to allow 
winter access.  Drip trays will be placed under all mobile equipment. There will be double-wall fuel 
storage tanks up to 4000 L in size, but these will be empty, to be filled later.  All equipment will be 
clean, free of excess grease, and in good maintenance condition. 



Prairie Creek ASR 
Phase 1 Winter Road Staging  Allnorth 
 

 

allnorth.com Page 2 of 3 
Allnorth Liard Staging Area Description for 

Indigenous Engagement 

 

A figure showing the staging area is attached.  Below are photos of staging area ground conditions. 

 
Photo 1 Ground view of the proposed staging area 

 
Photo 2 Aerial view of staging area September 2014 

 



Prairie Creek ASR 
Phase 1 Winter Road Staging  Allnorth 
 

 

allnorth.com Page 3 of 3 
Allnorth Liard Staging Area Description for 

Indigenous Engagement 

 

5 PROPOSED EQUIPMENT 
Table 1 below defines the equipment and materials proposed to be staged within the Liard staging 
area. 

Table 1 Proposed Staging Equipment and Materials 

Proposed Equipment and Materials Number 
Cat 330 Excavator (30 ton) or equivalent.  Attachments bucket and 
thumb, power clam with cut off saw or snip cutting head  

1 

Cat D7 Crawler Dozer or equivalent.  With pull winch 1 
Crew Track Carrier.  Equipped with flat deck and crane/hoist.  Support 
fuel haul, materials, tool box carrier, ETV,  

1 

Line Skidder 22 ton 1 
Tracked Skid Steer (12,000lbs).  Attachments mulcher, dozer blade, 
bucket, forks 

1 

Service/repair truck 1 
Empty 1000 l fuel tanks, double walled.   2 
Crew Camp skid trailers, 10’ x 30’ 2 
Portable Genset/Light plant 1 
60’ portable bridge deck with crane mats 1 
Rig mats 24 
Porta Potti  1 
60 cm diameter  x 8 m steel pipe 6 
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 Name of Proponent: Canadian Zinc 
(“CZN”) 

    
 Name of Affected Party: Tthets’ehk’edel

i First Nation 
(“TFN”) 

   
Name(s) of 

representative(s) 
from affected 

party who 
participated in 
engagement 

Name(s) of 
representative(s) 
from proponent 
who participated 
in engagement 

 Reason(s) for 
Engagement 

Overview of 
Issue(s) 

Resolved 

Overview of Issue(s) Unresolved 

     

Chief Stan Sangris  Chris Reeves  July 3, 2019  LUP    Discussed the Staging LUP 

Chief Stan Sangris  Chris Reeves  July 3, 2019  LUP    Sent letter for information on Staging LUP 

Chief Stan Sangris   Chris Reeves  July 10, 2019  LUP    TFN still reviewing LUP materials 

Chief Stan Sangris  Chris Reeves  July 10, 2019  LUP    TFN sending Letter of Support for LUP 

  
 
 
 
Name & Signature of Proponent (representative): 

  
 
 
Chris Reeves 

          
 Name & Signature of Affected Party (representative):      

  



 
 
 
 
 
 

Pre-Submission Engagement Log 
             

Date Attendees Engagement 
Activity Type 

Issue(s) Raised by 
Affected Party 

Recommendation 
from Affected 

Party 

Proponent 
Response 
to Issue 

Information 
Materials 
Provided? 

Written 
Correspondence, 
meeting notes or 

minutes? 

July 3, 2019  Chief Stan 
Sangris 

Call  Discussed the need 
for a LUP to have 
staging area to help 
with winter road 
construction.  

TFN needs LUP 
details to discuss 
with Council 

CZN will 
provide 
LUP 
information

Y  Y 

July 3, 2019  Chief Stan 
Sangris 

Letter to Chief  Sent letter to 
request support 
from TFN regarding 
Canadian Zinc’s LUP 
application for 
staging area across 
the Liard River 

None  None  Y  Y 

July 10, 2019  Chief Stan 
Sangris 

Call   TFN still reviewing 
information for LUP 

None  None  N  N 

July 10, 2019  Chief Stan 
Sangris 

Call  TFN will be 
providing a letter 
supporting the LUP 
application by email 

None  None  N  N 
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July 2, 2019 
 
President Daniel Peterson 
Fort Simpson Métis Nation 
PO Box 408 
Fort Simpson, NT X0E 0N0 
 
Dear Sir, 
 
Re:  Planned Applications to the Mackenzie Valley Land and Water Board 

Access Road and Operating Permits, Prairie Creek Mine 
 

This letter is to inform you that Canadian Zinc Corporation (CZN) intends to apply to the 
Mackenzie Valley Land and Water Board (MVLWB) to obtain a permit to stage winter road 
construction equipment on the north side of the Liard River, and to modify the scope of Mine 
operations permits. 
 
Details are provided below. 
 
ACCESS ROAD 
 
Land Use Permit to Stage Road Construction Equipment 
 
The process to issue permits for an all season road (ASR) to the Prairie Creek Mine is nearing 
completion. However, the current schedule indicates permits will not be issued until the first 
week of October. Following that, a number of management and monitoring plans will need to be 
approved before construction can start. 
 
As Phase 1 of the ASR development, CZN plans to build a winter road next winter. Most of the 
construction will occur from the Liard River end. The Liard River presents an obstacle to road 
construction progress because an ice bridge is required to cross the river, and an ice bridge 
sufficient to support heavy equipment typically cannot be built before approximately mid-
January. This would mean a very short schedule to complete road construction and still allow for 
several weeks to haul supplies into the Mine before the end of the winter haulage season. 
 
We propose to alleviate the construction schedule concerns by barging some equipment across 
the river in September before freeze-up. We would ‘stage’ this equipment on the north side of 
the river, in a rocky clearing some 60 m from the shore. The equipment will have drip-pans 
underneath to collect any potential leaking oil. We will not stage fuel. Fuel will be delivered later 
by helicopter. More details on the staging proposal are provided in an attached document from 
our road engineers, Allnorth. 
 



July 2, 2019 
PKFN 
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When winter has set-in and the ground is frozen enough, we will be able to start winter road 
construction from the north side of the river, expected to be in November. 
 
In order to stage the equipment, CZN will be applying to the MVLWB for a Land Use Permit 
(LUP). The LUP would only be for the staging, and could be issued in early September in time to 
complete the staging. The LUP would have a limited number of management and monitoring 
plan requirements which we should be able to readily address. 
 
THE MINE 
 
Expiry of Mine Operations Type A Land Use Permit MV2008D0014, New LUP Application 
 
LUP MV2008D0014 for mine operations was issued on Jun 17, 2013 for 5 years plus an 
extension was granted for another 2 years. The permit is now due to expire on June 16, 2020 and 
cannot be extended again. Therefore, CZN plans to apply for a new 5-year permit. 
 
CZN previously applied to extend the term of the main mine operations permit, the Type A 
Water Licence MV2008L2-0002 (the Licence), issued on September 24, 2013 with a term of 7 
years. The Licence is due to expire on September 23, 2020. CZN applied to extend the term to 25 
years with a review of permit conditions every 5 years. The MVLWB is still considering this 
application. We believe our application for a new mine operations LUP would be considered 
jointly with the Licence by the MVLWB. 
 
Amendment of the Scope of Water Licence MV2008L2-0002, Land Use Permit 
MV2008D0014 and New Mine Operations LUP to receive waste from Road Construction 
 
As noted above, construction of the access road will occur primarily from the east. However, a 
smaller amount of work will occur at the western end, logistically supported by the Mine. Some 
temporary road construction camps may be accessible from the Mine, but not from the road 
system to the east. Therefore, we have proposed to manage certain wastes from these road 
construction camps at the Mine. For example, sewage may be treated in the Mine’s Sewage 
Treatment Plant, domestic refuse incinerated in the Mine’s incinerator, any hydrocarbon-
contaminated soil treated at the Mine, any hazardous waste temporarily stored at the Mine for 
later disposal, and a limited amount of scrap metal taken to the Mine for later burial in the Waste 
Rock Pile with other demolition waste from mine construction. 
 
MVLWB staff has noted that Licence MV2008L2-0002 and LUP MV2008D0014 were both 
issued prior to the ASR applications being made, and the above noted road-related waste 
management activities was not covered by either authorization. As such, the MVLWB requires 
CZN to make applications to include the activities in the scope of the two authorizations prior to 
any road waste being managed at the mine site. Therefore, CZN will be making these 
applications, and will also be including the waste management activities in the scope of the 
application for the new mine operations LUP. 
 



July 2, 2019 
PKFN 
 

 
Suite 1710-650 West Georgia Street, Vancouver, BC V6B 4N9 

Tel: (604) 688-2001    Fax:  (604) 688-2043 
E-mail:david@canadianzinc.com,  Website:  www.canadianzinc.com 

FOLLOW-UP 
 
We are trying to stick to a very tight schedule in order to commence winter road construction and 
the application for the staging LUP is urgent, so we would appreciate your response to this letter 
at your earliest convenience. Should you have any questions or concerns related to the above-
mentioned applications, please contact Chris Reeves, CZN’s VP of Sustainability, at 778 868 
1966. 
 
Chris will be contacting you in the near future. Thank you. 
 
Sincerely, 
 

 
David P. Harpley 
VP Environment and Permitting Affairs 
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1 INTRODUCTION 
To achieve the objective of constructing an operational winter road to the Prairie Creek Mine site by 
end of February, 2020, Phase 1 winter road construction must commence immediately upon permit 
approvals and required winter conditions.  The Liard River remains a significant barrier to the 
advancement of winter construction on the east end of the project.  It is calculated the access over the 
Liard River ice bridge will not be established until early to mid January.  To support the necessary mid-
November winter road construction start, CZN is proposing to stage equipment on the north side of 
the Liard River with use of a barge in September, 2019.  The equipment and materials staged would 
later support a self-contained, small construction group, supported by helicopter,  which would 
construct an initial pioneer trail in advance of a larger construction crew constructing an operational 
winter road. 

2 STAGING AREA DESCRIPTION 
The proposed staging of equipment on the north side of the Liard River will be contained within a 
proposed 20 m x 40 m staging area which is relatively flat, contains dry gravel rocks and cobble, and is 
semi open with scattered alder, young cottonwood and conifer regeneration.  It is located on a natural 
flat bench approximately 60-00 metres from the river’s edge and 6 metres above it.  

3 STAGING AREA ACCESS AND SITE PREPARATION 
An existing slashed out ATV trail exists from a natural gravel fan at the Liard River (the barge landing 
area) part way to the proposed staging area.  Hand brushing and slashing will be done along the 
existing ATV trail and for a trail to the proposed staging area.  Brushed and slashed vegetation will be 
laid flat on the ground to provide ground disturbance protection along the route.  
At the proposed staging area, site preparation will consist of some hand slashing of vegetation and 
moving aside larger rocks and boulders upon arrival of the tracked equipment.  No stripping or site soil 
disturbance/grading is anticipated.   
Overall, minimal cutting of larger trees is expected.   No watercourses will be crossed to access or 
prepare the proposed site (not including the Liard River). 

4 EQUIPMENT MOBILIZATION AND STAGING 
The barge would land equipment at the Liard River shoreline below the natural gravel fan.   The Liard 
River bank material is compact silt-sand. From the Liard River top of bank, the first 50 metres of the 
access is at a 15 to 20% slope up from the gravel fan. Because of the dry, gravel based soils along this 
section, ground disturbance will be minimal.  The final 10-50 metres to the proposed staging area has 
minimal gradients and is also rocky. 
The equipment will be parked on the staging area suitably spaced to prevent snow drifting and to allow 
winter access.  Drip trays will be placed under all mobile equipment. There will be double-wall fuel 
storage tanks up to 4000 L in size, but these will be empty, to be filled later.  All equipment will be 
clean, free of excess grease, and in good maintenance condition. 
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A figure showing the staging area is attached.  Below are photos of staging area ground conditions. 

 
Photo 1 Ground view of the proposed staging area 

 
Photo 2 Aerial view of staging area September 2014 
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5 PROPOSED EQUIPMENT 
Table 1 below defines the equipment and materials proposed to be staged within the Liard staging 
area. 

Table 1 Proposed Staging Equipment and Materials 

Proposed Equipment and Materials Number 
Cat 330 Excavator (30 ton) or equivalent.  Attachments bucket and 
thumb, power clam with cut off saw or snip cutting head  

1 

Cat D7 Crawler Dozer or equivalent.  With pull winch 1 
Crew Track Carrier.  Equipped with flat deck and crane/hoist.  Support 
fuel haul, materials, tool box carrier, ETV,  

1 

Line Skidder 22 ton 1 
Tracked Skid Steer (12,000lbs).  Attachments mulcher, dozer blade, 
bucket, forks 

1 

Service/repair truck 1 
Empty 1000 l fuel tanks, double walled.   2 
Crew Camp skid trailers, 10’ x 30’ 2 
Portable Genset/Light plant 1 
60’ portable bridge deck with crane mats 1 
Rig mats 24 
Porta Potti  1 
60 cm diameter  x 8 m steel pipe 6 
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 Name of Proponent: Canadian Zinc 
(“CZN”) 

    
 Name of Affected Party: Fort Simpson 

Metis (“FSM”) 
   

Name(s) of 
representative(s) 

from affected 
party who 

participated in 
engagement 

Name(s) of 
representative(s) 
from proponent 
who participated 
in engagement 

 Reason(s) for 
Engagement 

Overview 
of Issue(s) 
Resolved 

Overview of Issue(s) Unresolved 

     

Marie Lafferty  Chris Reeves  July 3, 2019  LUP    Discussed the staging LUP application 

Danny Peterson  Chris Reeves  July 3, 2019  LUP    Sent Letter for staging LUP application 

Danny Peterson  Chris Reeves  July 9, 2019  LUP    Call office but there was no answer 

Danny Peterson  Chris Reeves  July 10, 2019  LUP    Call office but there was no answer 

Danny Peterson  Chris Reeves  July 10, 2019  LUP    Sent email to request follow up 
communication 

  
 
 
 
Name & Signature of Proponent (representative): 

  
 
 
Chris Reeves 

          
 Name & Signature of Affected Party (representative):      

  



 
 
 
 
 
 

Pre-Submission Engagement Log 
             

Date Attendees Engagement 
Activity Type 

Issue(s) Raised by 
Affected Party 

Recommendation 
from Affected 

Party 

Proponent 
Response 
to Issue 

Information 
Materials 
Provided? 

Written 
Correspondence, 
meeting notes or 

minutes? 

July 3, 2019  Marie Lafferty  Call  Discussed the need 
for a LUP for the 
staging area to help 
with winter road 
construction.  

FSM needs details 
to discuss with 
President 

CZN will 
provide 
LUP 
information

N  Y 

July 3, 2019  Danny 
Peterson 

Letter to Danny 
Peterson 

Sent Letter with LUP 
details and 
requested support 
from FSM regarding 
Canadian Zinc’s LUP 
applications for 
staging area across 
the Liard River 

None  None  Y  Y 

July 9, 2019  Danny 
Peterson 

Call  Called office but no 
answer 

None  None  N  Y 

July 10, 2019  Danny 
Peterson 

Call  Called office but no 
answer 

None  None  N  Y 

July 10, 2019  Danny 
Peterson 

Email  Request follow up 
communication 

None  None  Y  Y 
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July 2, 2019 
 
Chief Morris Moses 
Pehdzeh Ki First Nation 
General Delivery 
Wrigley, NT X0E 1E0 
 
Dear: Chief Morris, 
 
Re:  Planned Applications to the Mackenzie Valley Land and Water Board 

Access Road and Operating Permits, Prairie Creek Mine 
 

This letter is to inform you that Canadian Zinc Corporation (CZN) intends to apply to the 
Mackenzie Valley Land and Water Board (MVLWB) to obtain a permit to stage winter road 
construction equipment on the north side of the Liard River, and to modify the scope of Mine 
operations permits. 
 
Details are provided below. 
 
ACCESS ROAD 
 
Land Use Permit to Stage Road Construction Equipment 
 
The process to issue permits for an all season road (ASR) to the Prairie Creek Mine is nearing 
completion. However, the current schedule indicates permits will not be issued until the first 
week of October. Following that, a number of management and monitoring plans will need to be 
approved before construction can start. 
 
As Phase 1 of the ASR development, CZN plans to build a winter road next winter. Most of the 
construction will occur from the Liard River end. The Liard River presents an obstacle to road 
construction progress because an ice bridge is required to cross the river, and an ice bridge 
sufficient to support heavy equipment typically cannot be built before approximately mid-
January. This would mean a very short schedule to complete road construction and still allow for 
several weeks to haul supplies into the Mine before the end of the winter haulage season. 
 
We propose to alleviate the construction schedule concerns by barging some equipment across 
the river in September before freeze-up. We would ‘stage’ this equipment on the north side of 
the river, in a rocky clearing some 60 m from the shore. The equipment will have drip-pans 
underneath to collect any potential leaking oil. We will not stage fuel. Fuel will be delivered later 
by helicopter. More details on the staging proposal are provided in an attached document from 
our road engineers, Allnorth. 
 



July 2, 2019 
PKFN 
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When winter has set-in and the ground is frozen enough, we will be able to start winter road 
construction from the north side of the river, expected to be in November. 
 
In order to stage the equipment, CZN will be applying to the MVLWB for a Land Use Permit 
(LUP). The LUP would only be for the staging, and could be issued in early September in time to 
complete the staging. The LUP would have a limited number of management and monitoring 
plan requirements which we should be able to readily address. 
 
THE MINE 
 
Expiry of Mine Operations Type A Land Use Permit MV2008D0014, New LUP Application 
 
LUP MV2008D0014 for mine operations was issued on Jun 17, 2013 for 5 years plus an 
extension was granted for another 2 years. The permit is now due to expire on June 16, 2020 and 
cannot be extended again. Therefore, CZN plans to apply for a new 5-year permit. 
 
CZN previously applied to extend the term of the main mine operations permit, the Type A 
Water Licence MV2008L2-0002 (the Licence), issued on September 24, 2013 with a term of 7 
years. The Licence is due to expire on September 23, 2020. CZN applied to extend the term to 25 
years with a review of permit conditions every 5 years. The MVLWB is still considering this 
application. We believe our application for a new mine operations LUP would be considered 
jointly with the Licence by the MVLWB. 
 
Amendment of the Scope of Water Licence MV2008L2-0002, Land Use Permit 
MV2008D0014 and New Mine Operations LUP to receive waste from Road Construction 
 
As noted above, construction of the access road will occur primarily from the east. However, a 
smaller amount of work will occur at the western end, logistically supported by the Mine. Some 
temporary road construction camps may be accessible from the Mine, but not from the road 
system to the east. Therefore, we have proposed to manage certain wastes from these road 
construction camps at the Mine. For example, sewage may be treated in the Mine’s Sewage 
Treatment Plant, domestic refuse incinerated in the Mine’s incinerator, any hydrocarbon-
contaminated soil treated at the Mine, any hazardous waste temporarily stored at the Mine for 
later disposal, and a limited amount of scrap metal taken to the Mine for later burial in the Waste 
Rock Pile with other demolition waste from mine construction. 
 
MVLWB staff has noted that Licence MV2008L2-0002 and LUP MV2008D0014 were both 
issued prior to the ASR applications being made, and the above noted road-related waste 
management activities was not covered by either authorization. As such, the MVLWB requires 
CZN to make applications to include the activities in the scope of the two authorizations prior to 
any road waste being managed at the mine site. Therefore, CZN will be making these 
applications, and will also be including the waste management activities in the scope of the 
application for the new mine operations LUP. 
 



July 2, 2019 
PKFN 
 

 
Suite 1710-650 West Georgia Street, Vancouver, BC V6B 4N9 

Tel: (604) 688-2001    Fax:  (604) 688-2043 
E-mail:david@canadianzinc.com,  Website:  www.canadianzinc.com 

FOLLOW-UP 
 
We are trying to stick to a very tight schedule in order to commence winter road construction and 
the application for the staging LUP is urgent, so we would appreciate your response to this letter 
at your earliest convenience. Should you have any questions or concerns related to the above-
mentioned applications, please contact Chris Reeves, CZN’s VP of Sustainability, at 778 868 
1966. 
 
Chris will be contacting you in the near future. Thank you. 
 
Sincerely, 
 

 
David P. Harpley 
VP Environment and Permitting Affairs 
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1 INTRODUCTION 
To achieve the objective of constructing an operational winter road to the Prairie Creek Mine site by 
end of February, 2020, Phase 1 winter road construction must commence immediately upon permit 
approvals and required winter conditions.  The Liard River remains a significant barrier to the 
advancement of winter construction on the east end of the project.  It is calculated the access over the 
Liard River ice bridge will not be established until early to mid January.  To support the necessary mid-
November winter road construction start, CZN is proposing to stage equipment on the north side of 
the Liard River with use of a barge in September, 2019.  The equipment and materials staged would 
later support a self-contained, small construction group, supported by helicopter,  which would 
construct an initial pioneer trail in advance of a larger construction crew constructing an operational 
winter road. 

2 STAGING AREA DESCRIPTION 
The proposed staging of equipment on the north side of the Liard River will be contained within a 
proposed 20 m x 40 m staging area which is relatively flat, contains dry gravel rocks and cobble, and is 
semi open with scattered alder, young cottonwood and conifer regeneration.  It is located on a natural 
flat bench approximately 60-00 metres from the river’s edge and 6 metres above it.  

3 STAGING AREA ACCESS AND SITE PREPARATION 
An existing slashed out ATV trail exists from a natural gravel fan at the Liard River (the barge landing 
area) part way to the proposed staging area.  Hand brushing and slashing will be done along the 
existing ATV trail and for a trail to the proposed staging area.  Brushed and slashed vegetation will be 
laid flat on the ground to provide ground disturbance protection along the route.  
At the proposed staging area, site preparation will consist of some hand slashing of vegetation and 
moving aside larger rocks and boulders upon arrival of the tracked equipment.  No stripping or site soil 
disturbance/grading is anticipated.   
Overall, minimal cutting of larger trees is expected.   No watercourses will be crossed to access or 
prepare the proposed site (not including the Liard River). 

4 EQUIPMENT MOBILIZATION AND STAGING 
The barge would land equipment at the Liard River shoreline below the natural gravel fan.   The Liard 
River bank material is compact silt-sand. From the Liard River top of bank, the first 50 metres of the 
access is at a 15 to 20% slope up from the gravel fan. Because of the dry, gravel based soils along this 
section, ground disturbance will be minimal.  The final 10-50 metres to the proposed staging area has 
minimal gradients and is also rocky. 
The equipment will be parked on the staging area suitably spaced to prevent snow drifting and to allow 
winter access.  Drip trays will be placed under all mobile equipment. There will be double-wall fuel 
storage tanks up to 4000 L in size, but these will be empty, to be filled later.  All equipment will be 
clean, free of excess grease, and in good maintenance condition. 
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A figure showing the staging area is attached.  Below are photos of staging area ground conditions. 

 
Photo 1 Ground view of the proposed staging area 

 
Photo 2 Aerial view of staging area September 2014 
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5 PROPOSED EQUIPMENT 
Table 1 below defines the equipment and materials proposed to be staged within the Liard staging 
area. 

Table 1 Proposed Staging Equipment and Materials 

Proposed Equipment and Materials Number 
Cat 330 Excavator (30 ton) or equivalent.  Attachments bucket and 
thumb, power clam with cut off saw or snip cutting head  

1 

Cat D7 Crawler Dozer or equivalent.  With pull winch 1 
Crew Track Carrier.  Equipped with flat deck and crane/hoist.  Support 
fuel haul, materials, tool box carrier, ETV,  

1 

Line Skidder 22 ton 1 
Tracked Skid Steer (12,000lbs).  Attachments mulcher, dozer blade, 
bucket, forks 

1 

Service/repair truck 1 
Empty 1000 l fuel tanks, double walled.   2 
Crew Camp skid trailers, 10’ x 30’ 2 
Portable Genset/Light plant 1 
60’ portable bridge deck with crane mats 1 
Rig mats 24 
Porta Potti  1 
60 cm diameter  x 8 m steel pipe 6 
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 Name of Proponent: Canadian Zinc (“CZN”) 
    
 Name of Affected Party: Pehdzeh Ki First Nation 

(“PKFN”) 
   

Name(s) of 
representative(s) 

from affected 
party who 

participated in 
engagement 

Name(s) of 
representative(

s) from 
proponent who 
participated in 
engagement 

 Reason(s) for 
Engagement 

Overview 
of 

Issue(s) 
Resolved

Overview of Issue(s) Unresolved 

     

Chief 
Maurice Moses  Chris Reeves  July 3, 

2019  LUP    Discussed the Staging LUP 

Chief 
Maurice Moses  Chris Reeves  July 3, 

2019  LUP    Sent Letter for Staging LUP 

Chief 
Maurice Moses  Chris Reeves  July 10, 

2019  LUP   
PKFN didn’t receive LUP information and 
information sent again 

John Dempsey  Chris Reeves  July 10, 
2019  LUP    Wanted map to show the access road and 

Wrigley 

John Dempsey  Chris Reeves  July 11, 
2019  LUP    Ask if PKFN will support LUP 

Chief 
Maurice Moses  Chris Reeves  July 11, 

2019  LUP    PKFN wanted future tour of mine site 

  
 
 
 
Name & Signature of Proponent (representative): 

  
 
 
Chris 
Reeves 

          
 Name & Signature of Affected Party (representative):      

 



 
 
 
 
 

Pre-Submission Engagement Log 
             

Date Attendees Engagement 
Activity Type 

Issue(s) Raised by Affected 
Party 

Recommendation 
from Affected 

Party 

Proponent 
Response 
to Issue 

Information 
Materials 
Provided? 

Written 
Correspondence, 
meeting notes or 

minutes? 

July 3, 
2019 

Chief 
Maurice 
Moses 

Call  Discussed the need for a LUP 
for the staging area to help 
with winter road 
construction.  

Requested details 
to discuss to 
review application 

CZN will 
provide 
LUP 
information

N  Y 

July 3, 
2019 

Chief 
Maurice 
Moses 

Letter to Chief  Sent Letter to request 
support from PKFN regarding 
Canadian Zinc’s LUP 
applications for staging area 
across the Liard River 

None  None  Y  Y 

July 9, 
2019 

Chief 
Maurice 
Moses 

Call  PKFN has not received 
information and wanted it 
resent. 

None  None  Y  Y 

July 10, 
2019 

John 
Dempsey 

Call  John wanted a map to show 
regional relationship of the 
access road to Wrigley 

None  None  Y  Y 

July 10, 
2019 

John 
Dempsey 

Email  Sent regional map as 
requested 

Provide regional 
map 

Provided 
regional 
map 

Y  Y 

July 11, 
2019 

Chief 
Maurice 
Moses 

Texted  Wanted to visit the mine site      N  Y 
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July 2, 2019 
 
Grand Chief Gladys Norwegian 
Dehcho First Nations 
PO Box 89 
Fort Simpson, NT X0E 0N0 
 
Dear: Grand Chief Gladys, 
 
Re:  Planned Applications to the Mackenzie Valley Land and Water Board 

Access Road and Operating Permits, Prairie Creek Mine 
 

This letter is to inform you that Canadian Zinc Corporation (CZN) intends to apply to the 
Mackenzie Valley Land and Water Board (MVLWB) to obtain a permit to stage winter road 
construction equipment on the north side of the Liard River, and to modify the scope of Mine 
operations permits. 
 
Details are provided below. 
 
ACCESS ROAD 
 
Land Use Permit to Stage Road Construction Equipment 
 
The process to issue permits for an all season road (ASR) to the Prairie Creek Mine is nearing 
completion. However, the current schedule indicates permits will not be issued until the first 
week of October. Following that, a number of management and monitoring plans will need to be 
approved before construction can start. 
 
As Phase 1 of the ASR development, CZN plans to build a winter road next winter. Most of the 
construction will occur from the Liard River end. The Liard River presents an obstacle to road 
construction progress because an ice bridge is required to cross the river, and an ice bridge 
sufficient to support heavy equipment typically cannot be built before approximately mid-
January. This would mean a very short schedule to complete road construction and still allow for 
several weeks to haul supplies into the Mine before the end of the winter haulage season. 
 
We propose to alleviate the construction schedule concerns by barging some equipment across 
the river in September before freeze-up. We would ‘stage’ this equipment on the north side of 
the river, in a rocky clearing some 60 m from the shore. The equipment will have drip-pans 
underneath to collect any potential leaking oil. We will not stage fuel. Fuel will be delivered later 
by helicopter. More details on the staging proposal are provided in an attached document from 
our road engineers, Allnorth. 
 



July 2, 2019 
DFN 
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When winter has set-in and the ground is frozen enough, we will be able to start winter road 
construction from the north side of the river, expected to be in November. 
 
In order to stage the equipment, CZN will be applying to the MVLWB for a Land Use Permit 
(LUP). The LUP would only be for the staging, and could be issued in early September in time to 
complete the staging. The LUP would have a limited number of management and monitoring 
plan requirements which we should be able to readily address. 
 
THE MINE 
 
Expiry of Mine Operations Type A Land Use Permit MV2008D0014, New LUP Application 
 
LUP MV2008D0014 for mine operations was issued on Jun 17, 2013 for 5 years plus an 
extension was granted for another 2 years. The permit is now due to expire on June 16, 2020 and 
cannot be extended again. Therefore, CZN plans to apply for a new 5-year permit. 
 
CZN previously applied to extend the term of the main mine operations permit, the Type A 
Water Licence MV2008L2-0002 (the Licence), issued on September 24, 2013 with a term of 7 
years. The Licence is due to expire on September 23, 2020. CZN applied to extend the term to 25 
years with a review of permit conditions every 5 years. The MVLWB is still considering this 
application. We believe our application for a new mine operations LUP would be considered 
jointly with the Licence by the MVLWB. 
 
Amendment of the Scope of Water Licence MV2008L2-0002, Land Use Permit 
MV2008D0014 and New Mine Operations LUP to receive waste from Road Construction 
 
As noted above, construction of the access road will occur primarily from the east. However, a 
smaller amount of work will occur at the western end, logistically supported by the Mine. Some 
temporary road construction camps may be accessible from the Mine, but not from the road 
system to the east. Therefore, we have proposed to manage certain wastes from these road 
construction camps at the Mine. For example, sewage may be treated in the Mine’s Sewage 
Treatment Plant, domestic refuse incinerated in the Mine’s incinerator, any hydrocarbon-
contaminated soil treated at the Mine, any hazardous waste temporarily stored at the Mine for 
later disposal, and a limited amount of scrap metal taken to the Mine for later burial in the Waste 
Rock Pile with other demolition waste from mine construction. 
 
MVLWB staff has noted that Licence MV2008L2-0002 and LUP MV2008D0014 were both 
issued prior to the ASR applications being made, and the above noted road-related waste 
management activities was not covered by either authorization. As such, the MVLWB requires 
CZN to make applications to include the activities in the scope of the two authorizations prior to 
any road waste being managed at the mine site. Therefore, CZN will be making these 
applications, and will also be including the waste management activities in the scope of the 
application for the new mine operations LUP. 
 



July 2, 2019 
DFN 
 

 
Suite 1710-650 West Georgia Street, Vancouver, BC V6B 4N9 

Tel: (604) 688-2001    Fax:  (604) 688-2043 
E-mail:david@canadianzinc.com,  Website:  www.canadianzinc.com 

FOLLOW-UP 
 
We are trying to stick to a very tight schedule in order to commence winter road construction and 
the application for the staging LUP is urgent, so we would appreciate your response to this letter 
at your earliest convenience. Should you have any questions or concerns related to the above-
mentioned applications, please contact Chris Reeves, CZN’s VP of Sustainability, at 778 868 
1966. 
 
Chris will be contacting you in the near future. Thank you. 
 
Sincerely, 
 

 
David P. Harpley 
VP Environment and Permitting Affairs 
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1 INTRODUCTION 
To achieve the objective of constructing an operational winter road to the Prairie Creek Mine site by 
end of February, 2020, Phase 1 winter road construction must commence immediately upon permit 
approvals and required winter conditions.  The Liard River remains a significant barrier to the 
advancement of winter construction on the east end of the project.  It is calculated the access over the 
Liard River ice bridge will not be established until early to mid January.  To support the necessary mid-
November winter road construction start, CZN is proposing to stage equipment on the north side of 
the Liard River with use of a barge in September, 2019.  The equipment and materials staged would 
later support a self-contained, small construction group, supported by helicopter,  which would 
construct an initial pioneer trail in advance of a larger construction crew constructing an operational 
winter road. 

2 STAGING AREA DESCRIPTION 
The proposed staging of equipment on the north side of the Liard River will be contained within a 
proposed 20 m x 40 m staging area which is relatively flat, contains dry gravel rocks and cobble, and is 
semi open with scattered alder, young cottonwood and conifer regeneration.  It is located on a natural 
flat bench approximately 60-00 metres from the river’s edge and 6 metres above it.  

3 STAGING AREA ACCESS AND SITE PREPARATION 
An existing slashed out ATV trail exists from a natural gravel fan at the Liard River (the barge landing 
area) part way to the proposed staging area.  Hand brushing and slashing will be done along the 
existing ATV trail and for a trail to the proposed staging area.  Brushed and slashed vegetation will be 
laid flat on the ground to provide ground disturbance protection along the route.  
At the proposed staging area, site preparation will consist of some hand slashing of vegetation and 
moving aside larger rocks and boulders upon arrival of the tracked equipment.  No stripping or site soil 
disturbance/grading is anticipated.   
Overall, minimal cutting of larger trees is expected.   No watercourses will be crossed to access or 
prepare the proposed site (not including the Liard River). 

4 EQUIPMENT MOBILIZATION AND STAGING 
The barge would land equipment at the Liard River shoreline below the natural gravel fan.   The Liard 
River bank material is compact silt-sand. From the Liard River top of bank, the first 50 metres of the 
access is at a 15 to 20% slope up from the gravel fan. Because of the dry, gravel based soils along this 
section, ground disturbance will be minimal.  The final 10-50 metres to the proposed staging area has 
minimal gradients and is also rocky. 
The equipment will be parked on the staging area suitably spaced to prevent snow drifting and to allow 
winter access.  Drip trays will be placed under all mobile equipment. There will be double-wall fuel 
storage tanks up to 4000 L in size, but these will be empty, to be filled later.  All equipment will be 
clean, free of excess grease, and in good maintenance condition. 
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A figure showing the staging area is attached.  Below are photos of staging area ground conditions. 

 
Photo 1 Ground view of the proposed staging area 

 
Photo 2 Aerial view of staging area September 2014 
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5 PROPOSED EQUIPMENT 
Table 1 below defines the equipment and materials proposed to be staged within the Liard staging 
area. 

Table 1 Proposed Staging Equipment and Materials 

Proposed Equipment and Materials Number 
Cat 330 Excavator (30 ton) or equivalent.  Attachments bucket and 
thumb, power clam with cut off saw or snip cutting head  

1 

Cat D7 Crawler Dozer or equivalent.  With pull winch 1 
Crew Track Carrier.  Equipped with flat deck and crane/hoist.  Support 
fuel haul, materials, tool box carrier, ETV,  

1 

Line Skidder 22 ton 1 
Tracked Skid Steer (12,000lbs).  Attachments mulcher, dozer blade, 
bucket, forks 

1 

Service/repair truck 1 
Empty 1000 l fuel tanks, double walled.   2 
Crew Camp skid trailers, 10’ x 30’ 2 
Portable Genset/Light plant 1 
60’ portable bridge deck with crane mats 1 
Rig mats 24 
Porta Potti  1 
60 cm diameter  x 8 m steel pipe 6 
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 Name of Proponent: Canadian Zinc 
(“CZN”) 

    
 Name of Affected Party: Dehcho First 

Nations (“DFN”) 
   

Name(s) of 
representative(s) 

from affected 
party who 

participated in 
engagement 

Name(s) of 
representative(s) 
from proponent 
who participated 
in engagement 

 Reason(s) for 
Engagement 

Overvie
w of 

Issue(s) 
Resolve

d 

Overview of Issue(s) Unresolved 

     

Rosemary Gill  Chris Reeves  July 3, 2019  LUP    Discussed the staging LUP application 

Grand Chief Gladys 
Norwegian  Chris Reeves  July 3, 2019  LUP    Sent Letter for staging LUP application 

Rosemary Gill   Chris Reeves  July 11, 2019  LUP    Grand Chief travelling 

Rosemary Gill  Chris Reeves  July 11, 2019  LUP    Update on support from the First Nations in 
the Dehcho Region. 

           

  
 
 
 
Name & Signature of Proponent (representative): 

  
 
 
Chris 
Reeves 

          
 Name & Signature of Affected Party (representative):      

  



 
 
 
 
 
 

Pre-Submission Engagement Log 
             

Date Attendees Engagement 
Activity Type 

Issue(s) Raised by 
Affected Party 

Recommendation 
from Affected 

Party 

Proponent 
Response 
to Issue 

Information 
Materials 
Provided? 

Written 
Correspondence, 
meeting notes or 

minutes? 

July 3, 2019  Rosemary Gill  Call  Discussed the need 
for a LUP regarding 
a staging area to 
help with winter 
road construction.  

DFN wanted LUP 
details to discuss 
with Grand Chief  

CZN will 
provide 
LUP 
information

N  Y 

July 3, 2019  Grand Chief 
Gladys 

Norwegian 

Letter to Grand 
Chief 

Sent letter with LUP 
details and 
requested support 
from DFN regarding 
CZN’s LUP 
applications for 
staging area across 
the Liard River 

None  None  Y  Y 

July 10, 2019  Rosemary Gill  Call  Grand Chief has 
been traveling a lot 
for negotiations and 
visiting communities 

None  None  N  Y 

July 11, 2019  Rosemary Gill  Text  Updated DFN of list 
of First Nations 
supporting the LUP 
application 

None  None  N  Y 

 




